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ABSTRACT
Searching is a traversal technique in a data structure to search a particular element in a given set of particular domain. Sorting Technique is generally used in a huge variety of important applications to search a particular item. There are various Searching Algorithms for different data structure having different time and space complexity. This paper contributes an efficient searching algorithm Tri-Search which is poisoned on dividing the given elements into three unequal parts. This paper also compare the Tri-Search search algorithm with Linear Search and Binary Search. Python is used for implementation and Analysis of CPU time taken for all the three searching algorithms used. Linear search can be used with any random array elements but for binary search and Tri-Search search element must be in sorted array. Result shows that Tri-Search search algorithm requires less time for search any particular element.
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3. SEQUENTIAL SEARCH
3.1 Unsorted Sequential Search
Suppose given an array in which order of element is unknown. That means the elements of the array are not sorted. In this case if searching for an element then array list has to be scan completely and t will be cleared if the element is there in the given array or not.

//Serch procedure for a matching data in the array
int UnsortedSequentialSearch (int ARR [], int N, int KEY) {
    //loop overall items in the array
    for (int i = 0; i < N; i++)
        {if (ARR[i] == KEY)
            //if data found return index
            return i;
        }
    //Scanning done but data not found - then return -1
    return -1;
}

3.2 Sorted Sequential Search
If the array elements are already sorted then in many cases the there is no need to scan the complete array to see if the element is there in the given array or not. In the below algorithm, it can be seen that, at any point if the value at Arr[i] is greater than the to be searched data then just return -1 without searching the remaining array elements.

//Serch procedure for a matching data in the array
int SortedSequentialSearch(int ARR [], int N, int KEY)
{
    //loop overall items in the array
    for (int i = 0; i < N; i++)
        {if (ARR[i] == KEY)
            //if data found return index
            return i;
        }
    //Scanning done but data not found then return -1
    return -1;
}

1. INTRODUCTION
In computer science, searching is the process of finding an item with specified properties among a collection of items. The items may be stored as records in a database, simple data elements in arrays, text in files, nodes in trees, vertices and edges in graphs or may be elements of other search space. Several Searching/Traversal Algorithms with different time and space complexity for different data structure are exist and used. This paper discussed and compare the previously exist searching algorithms.

This paper contributes a novel searching algorithm Tri-Search which is based on dividing the given elements into three unequal parts. In this paper the comparison of the Tri-Search search algorithm with Linear Search and Binary Search is also has been reviewed.

2. RELATED WORK
There are assertive ways of organizing the data which enhance searching process. That means, if the data is organized in some proper structure then it is accessible to search the required item. Sorting is one of the approaches for making the elements ordered.
3.3 Complexity Analysis of Sequential Search
For unsorted and sorted sequential search Time complexity O(n). This is because in the worst case we need to scan the complete array, but the average case of sorted sequential search reduces the complexity even though the growth rate is same.

4. BINARY SEARCH
Suppose the aim is to search a word in a dictionary, generally approach is to go directly on some page and start searching from there. If the word that are searching is same then suppose to stop the search. If the page is before the selected pages then we generally apply the same process recur for the first half otherwise apply the same process recur for the second half. Binary search also works in the same way. The algorithm implement such a approach is introduced as binary search.

4.1 Procedure
In this procedure basically ignore half of the elements just after one comparison.

Compare x with the middle element.
If x matches with middle element, return the mid index.
Else If x is greater than the mid element, then x can only lie in right half subarray after the mid element. So recur for right half. Else(x is smaller) recur for the left half.

// A recursive binary search function, It returns location of x in given array arr[0..n-1] is present, otherwise -1
int BinarySearch(int ARR[],int START,int END,int KEY){
if(START==END)
if(ARR [START]== KEY)
return START;
else
return -1;}
else{
// The below original middle point condition is done to avoid overflow that may occure in adding two very big integers range where the addition result may become greater than INT_MAX limit and yield unexpected results.
int MIDDLE= START +( END - START)/2;
// If the element is present at the middle itself
if(ARR [MIDDLE]== KEY)
return middle;
//If element is smaller than middle, then
if(ARR [MIDDLE] > KEY)
BinarySearch(ARR, START, MIDDLE -1, KEY);
else
BinarySearch(ARR, MIDDLE +1, END, KEY);
}

4.2 Complexity Analysis of Binary Search
After every passes, the array list is divided into 2 equal parts. Therefore N items can be divided into two parts almost log₂N times. So execution time of binary search is O(log₂N).

After 1st iteration, N/2 items remain (N/2²)
After 2nd iteration, N/4 items remain (N/2³)
Worst case: Number of iterations is log₂(N)
It is said that Binary Search is a logarithmic algorithm and executes in O(log₂N) time.

5. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS TRI-SEARCH
In the proposed algorithm element are stored in array in either increasing or non-increasing order. As in binary search we divide the array in two equal part (half-half) after finding middle point index but here we are dividing array list in three unequal parts after calculating two locations(P1 and P2). The first part of the first pass contains 25% elements, second part contains 50% element and third part contains 25% element. The element to be search can be lying in any of these three parts. Similarly in second pass array list is divided into unequal part as 35% ,30% and 35% respectively and in third pass array list divided into 45%,10% and 45% respectively. After performing these passes partially finished one iteration of the proposed algorithms. If till this iteration if searched element not found then suppose to recursively perform this procedure

5.1 Implementation of Proposed Algorithm
//Tri-Search Search PROGRAM implemented recursively.
Output: hold the index of searched item if found and -1 value if not found

//A is array passed by main function also TS received START and END index value of array list along with value to be searched and I is a global variable having initial value -10 .

int TS(int ARR [],int START ,int END,int KEY)
{
int P1,P2;//contain the index of first part and second part of array list
IF(START<=END)
I=I+10;//I is used for updating the index
IF(1==30) I=0;
P1=START+((25+1)* (END-START))/100;
P2=START+END-P1;
IF(ARR [P1]== KEY) return P1;
ELSE IF(ARR [P2]== KEY) return P2;
ELSE IF(KEY> ARR [P1] &&& KEY< ARR [P2])
{ START=P1+1;
END=P2-1;
return TS(ARR,START,END,KEY);}
ELSE IF(ARR [P1]> KEY)
{ END=P1-1;return TS(ARR,START,END,KEY);}ELSE IF(ARR [P2]< KEY)
Given a word, find the next word in an ordered array having variable comparison graph. Thus it can find data and had been achieved to search within the sorted linear

time. After computation the value of k is $\log_2(\frac{n}{63/800})$. The approach that had been used to implement this algorithm involves variable partitioning of array list. The performance graph for binary, ternary and tri-search is also present along with their comparison graph. Thus it can observed that how efficient is to use this algorithm it has minimum worst-case complexity. Ternary search are efficient for problem like “Given a word, find the next word in dictionary” or “Find all telephone numbers starting with 9758 or “typing few starting characters in a web browser displays all website names with this prefix”. Used in spell checks.
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